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THE FESHBACH-KERMAN-KOONIN MULTISTEP REACTION THEORY AND ITS
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(1)Nuclear Physics Laboralory, Physics Department, Universzly of Ozford, Ozford, OX1 3RH, UK

(2) University of California, Nuclear Data Group, L412,
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Abstract interaction of the incident particle with nucleons in
the target nucleus. At each stage, nucleons are ex-

The development of the multistep nuclear reaction cited to higher states and may be emitted; these
theory of Feshbach, Kerman, and Koonin (FKK) is are the preequilibrium reactions. The theory dis-
reviewed, with particular attention to recent work. tinguishes between two types of interaction, the P-
We present methodologies for unambiguously sep- chain in which the projectile remains always in the
arating multistep direct and multistep compound continuum and the Q-chain where all the nucleons
contributions, and analyze neutron inelastic scat- are bound after the initial interaction. The P-chain
tering by 98Nb at 14 MeV to illustrate the ap- dominates at higher energies and gives cross sec-
proaches. Modification of the FKK theory to in- tions peaked in the forward direction, while the Q-
clude transitions from the multistep direct to the chain becomes important at low energies and gives
multistep compound chain ("P_Q transitions") is cross sections symmetric about 90 degrees charac-
discussed. We also describe developments to the teristic of compound nucleus emission. Emission
theory in order to calculate inelastic cross sections from the P-chain is referred to as multistep direct
for incident nucleon energies to 200 MeV. At these (MSD) and emission from the Q-chain as multistep
high energies multiple preequilibrium emission pro- compound (MSC).
cesses must be included, and a theory for their de- At incident energies above about 10-20 MeV the
termination is described and compared with exper- MSD process dominates, especially for the higher
imental measurements of proton reactions on 9°Zr. outgoing energies. The cross sections for such re-

The usefulness of the FKK theory for a range actions have been extensively compared with the
of nuclear data applications, including intermedi- FKK theory, generally with excellent results [2-12].
ate energy reactions of importance in Accelerator The MSD formalism is reviewed by Bonetti et al.
Transmutation of Waste, reactions on biologically- [13]. At lower energies both the MSC and the MSD
important elements for cancer radiation treatment, process contribute, so the MSC theory has often
and reactions of importance in fusion technology, been tested by analyzing the energy spectra of par-
is assessed, ticles emitted in the backward direction, where the

MSD component was expected to be rather small.
I. Introduction These analyses have generally confirmed the MSC

theory [7-19]. The MSC formalism is given in the
During the last decade, the multistep reaction the- review of Bonetti et al. [20]. These analyses show
ory of Feshbach, Kerman, and Koonin [1] has been the usefulness of the FKK theory in understanding
extensively compared with experimental data, and the cross sections of nuclear reactions over a wide
this has confirmed its general validity. More re- range of energies. However, nearly all of them are
cently there have been a number of developments made on data selected so that either MSD or MSC
in the application of the theory: analy. _sof double- is dominant, and the contribution of the other pro-
differential cross sections for all outgoing energies cess is neglected. Thus these two reaction mech-

, and angles, accounting for all the reaction flux; in- anisms, which add incoherently to give the mea-
clusion of transitions between direct and compound sured cross sections, have nearly always been tested
multistep chains; and multJplepreequilibrium emis- individually. There are only a few analyses that

, sion in analyses at higher energies. We review these consider the contributions of both MSD and the
developments, and describe how they have been ap- MSC together with subsequent sequential equilib-
plied in a range of nuclear data analyses, rium emission, over the whole energy and angular

According to the FKK theory, a nuclear reaction range, and account for all the reaction flux [7-12].
takes place in a series of stages corresponding to the
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Figure 1: Subtracted MSD calculations compared Figure 2: Angle-integrated data compared with
with similarly-subtracted data [21] for 14 MeV MSD, MSC, primary Hauser-Feshbach, and collec-
9SNb(n, n'), taken from R.ef. [10]. rive emission. The solid line is the sum of the con-

tributions. Taken from Ref. [25].

II. Recent FKK Analyses
A. Separating MSD and MSC The second step is to determine the MSC contri-

bution. This was done using the MSC code from
In this subsection we describe a new method of the FKK-GNASH code system [9], which calcu-
analysis which separates the MSD and MS C con- lates MSC according to the formalism in Ref. [1],
tributions, and its application to the inelastic scat- with the modification that only bound configura-
tering of neutrons by 93_Tb. tions are included in the accessible phase space, and

The first step is to separate and analyze the P_Q transitions are accounted for with a phase-
MSD component by the method of Demetriou et space model [9]. By requiring the summed pri-
al. [10]. To do this, the experimental double- mary emission cross section to equal the reaction
differential cross sections are transformed to the cross section, a primary compound nucleus con-
c.m. system, and energy spectra at several pairs tribution ¢TCN = GR -- (6rMSD + 6rMSC + atoll +

of complementary angles are subtracted to remove a(n, pz) + a(n, az) +-..) = 1221 mb is obtained.
the MSC and compound nucleus component. The The (n,2n) cross section w_ obtained from the
resulting cross sections, shown in Fig. 1, consist STAPRE code, giving 1331 mb, in accord with ex-
only of MSD, with some collective excitation contri- perimental determinations [23]. The total collective
butions at the higher outgoing energies. The sub- emission cross section is that estimated by Taka-
tracted cross sections at energies below the collec- hashi et al. [24]. The total emission cross section
tive region are fitted by similarly subtracted MSD is compared with the experimental data of Taka-
cross sections, adjusting 1/0 (the residual interac- hashi et al. [24] in Fig. 2. The calculation agrees
tion strength) to optimize the fit. These curves are fairly well with data but is somewhat high in the
also shown in Fig. 1. 3-4 MeV region.

The values of V0 for the different angle pairs are The above approach has some similarities to that ,
combined using the sin(_ and statistical weights to of Chadwick and Young [9]. They used a least-
Eive an average V0MsD = 35 =t=5MeV and a MSD squares analysis to fit experimental angular dis-
cross section of 281 mb. The MSD calculations tributions with a sum of two terms- an isotropic
were made using the Wilmore-Hodgson optical po- term (for nucleon reactions at these energies this
tential for neutrons [21], a spin cut-off parameter is a good approximation) representing the MSC
a 2 -- 0.24hA 2/3 [22], and with equidistant single- and compound nucleus components; and a forward-
particle model with spacing g = A/13 per MeV. peaked MSD contribution which is dependent on



V0. This enabled 1,½, and hence the magnitudes found which account for linking between the di-
of MSD and MSC, to be determined. They also rect and compound multistep chains. These cor-
found that the results obtained for the MSC mag- respond to processes in which there can be MSD-
nitude were consistent with a simple estimate of type scatterings in P-space before, or after, the Q-
the MSC flux based on phase space considerations, space is entered. Theoretical expressions provided
Both the Demetriou et al. and the Chadwick and by Arbanas et al., which incorporate the convo-
Young methods unambiguously separate the MSD lution structure also found in MSD, can be used

' and MSC contributions based on their different an- instead of the above phase-space model. Arbanas
gular distributions, and yield very similar results et al. compared the amount of P_Q flux obtained
for the MSD spectra, when both DWBA, and non-normal DWBA, multi-

From these analyses we see that, even for incident step theories are used, and obtained significant flux
energies as low as 14 MeV, MSD is larger than MSC only with the non-normal DWBA theory. Further
in the high-energy preequilibrium emission-energy theoretical work on this subject is still needed to
region. This conclusion differs from some earlier ex- resolve questions regarding the use of non-normal
pectations that MSC would be dominant here. We DWBA matrix elements.
also find that in many cases MSD is not negligible
at large backward angles at these energies. C. Multiple Preequilibrium Emission

Recent work [29] has shown that FKK analyses at
B. P_Q Transitions incident energies above about 50 MeV should in-

Recent FKK analyses by Chadwick et al. [9, 26] clude multiple preequilibrium mechanisms, where
and Maxcinkowski et aI. [8] have pointed to the more than one particle can be emitted from a pree-
importance of transitions from the MSD P-chain qullibrium stage. An important element in Ref. [29]
to the MSC Q-chain. These mechanisms were ig- is the realization that the MSD calculational pro-
nored in the original FKK paper, which assumed cedure (originally intended solely for primary MSD
no crossover transitions after the initial separation calculations) contains a large part of the effort

needed to calculate subsequent multiple emission.into P and Q space. Evidence for P---.Q transi-
tions (or "gradual absorption" into the Q-chain, in This is because processes in which a continuum
Marcinkowski's notation) comes from analyses of particle is left after primary preequilibrium emis-
the partitioning between MSD and MSC emission, sion are already included in the MSD formula (the
as described in Sec. IIA, and flux conservation. It phase space includes these configurations), and the
is not surprising that the Q-chain should be pop- probability of subsequent emission of such parti-
ulated in this manner, since the probability of all cles would be expected to be high, unless they are
particle excitations being bound will increase after of low energy. It is assumed that the probability
more nucleon-nucleon collisions degrade the inci- for two continuum particles being emitted can be
dent particle energy. These processes result in a approximated by multiplying the results for the pri-
reduced high-energy MSC component and an in- mary particle with a transmission coefficient, which
creased compound nucleus emission, describes the probability that the second particle

The above works assumed that the probability escapes from the nucleus rather than undergoes
of flux entering a given Q-stage, with p particles damping interactions. This approach allows mul-
and h holes and energy E, is proportional to the tiple emission to be determined within the existing
phase space ratio ws(p, h, E)/w(p, h, E), where the FKK formalism and does not require the determi-
superscript "B" implies that only bound excita- nation of any additional DWBA matrix elements.
tions are included. This was checked by Chad- The angle-integrated spectrum of multiple pree-
wick and Young for the initial flux entering the Q- quilibrium emission from stage N is

chain, and was found to account for measurements , (N,j) da(N,i )

, well, and independent investigations by Sato and aam_'t = _ / dU Tj(E)Yoshida [27] partly confirmed this partitioning, dE dU
A full theoretical description of the linking of

, [_(lp, 0, E+ B)_(p-1,h,U- E- B)] R_,
MSD and MSC chains has recently been developed x
by Arbanas et aI. [28], who show how P---,Q tran- p _(p, h, U)
sitions arise when an approximation made by FKK (1)
is removed. In addition to the FKK MSC mech- where E is the emission energy, i labels the type
anism, three additional MSC mechanisms were of primary-emitted particle [Tr= proton, v = neu-
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particle type. da(N'O/dU is the differential cross _o2 _Zr(p,xp), %=160t(cVsection of p-h states after primary preequilibrium • D_t_.R_¢ht_r_t al (_4)
emission of a nucleon of type i from stage N as _. ,_ --_o_, sp_tru_,rKK-_N^SH
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mission coefficient Tj(E) is the probability that the _ _o_ ..... _....2-2continuum particle j escapes with an energy E, and _ .._ _-_
for simplicity this is taken from the s-wave trans- _ _00, ' -__.
mission coefficient from an optical potential. The

x

quantity in the square brackets is the probability of , ",
10 -I | ..... , , A _.

finding a particle j at an energy (E + B) inside a 0 so 1DO 1so
p-h exciton configuration of energy U, based on the %. (_v)

_,J Figure 5: Primary and multiple MSD, and Hauser-equJprobability assumption, and _N accounts for
neutron-proton distinguishability. An expression Feshbach, compared with data for 160 MeV
for the angular distribution is given in Ref. [29]. 9°Zr(p,xn), taken from t_ef. [29].

Figure 3 shows the theoretical primary and mul- cul_tions account for the measurements well, for
tiple MSD contributions to the inclusive angle- both neutron and proton emission. The importance
integrated neutron spectrum in the reaction of multiple preequilibrium emission can be clearly
_°Zr(p, n) for an incident energy of 160 MeV. At seen for all emission energies except the very high-
the highest emission energies, one and two step pri- est, and at the lower emission energies this mecha-
mary MSD dominate, though the multiple MSD aism accounts for much of the data. Furthermore,
from the first stage is also important. As would it was shown in Ref. [29] that if the FKK theory is
be expected, the major contribution from multi- used to account for emission spectra without in-
ple MSD at high emission energies comes from the cluding multiple preequilibrium, it is likely that
first stage, where a lplh state decays by particle unitarity is violated.
emission. This process is equivalent to a knockout
mechanism in which the incident proton strikes a III. Nuclear Data Evaluation
bound neutron, and both particles are emitted leav-
ing a neutron hole. In Figs. 4,5 we show compar- The FKK theory is based on a quantum mechaaic_l
isons between theoretical predictions and experi- derivation and at the same time makes simplifying
mental measurements [30, 31] of angle-integrated assumptions which enable it to be relatively easily
neutron and proton emission spectra for proton re- coded for numerical c_lculations, and this has re-
actions on zirconium at 160 MeV. The full curves sulted in interest in its application to nuclear data
represent cMculations including all reaction mech- eva_uation. Probably the two features that make
anisms contributing to the inclusive spectra. The it most attractive are its basis in a fundamental

!

contribution from primary MSD is shown by the quantum deriwtion, and its ability to predict angu-
dashed line, multiple MSD by the dashed-dot line, lar distributions (in many cases) successfully. Also,
and Hauser-Feshba.ch equilibrium (sequential) de- Koning and Akkermans noted [6, 32] that MSD cal-
cay by the dotted line. It is evident that the cal- culations based on different quantum statistical as-
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summarize this progress. } _ " "._._, .._...." -..In order to use the FKK theory in applications, _ , .... _: .

it is essential that the sensitivity of the calculations : Loo.," i :i_,i

to different input parameters is understood. Work

at Oxford [33] has shown that the value of the ex- _ 10-,
tracted residual interaction strength (the only free _ _0 20 30 ,0 50 60
parameter in the theory) is rather sensitive to the P_o,...... Q_ c,,w
choice of optical model, spin cut-off, and level den- Figure 6: Various model calculations compared
sity parameters, though the shape of the calculated with data for the 60 MeV _2C(n, p) reaction, taken

from l_ef. [37]spectra is not. Since it is desirable to find the sys-
tematic energy dependence of Vo for predictive pur- e

poses, it is clear that a "standard" set of input pa- _'5 [ .+,_c.Tot_ K_,-._,, _rameters should be established for the analysis of
different data sets. In this way the systematic be- _ 4
havior of V0 can then be used with confidence to

evaluate reactions where no measurements exist. _ _

The work of Watanabe et al. [33] has addressed _ 2 ---
this and has resulted in recommended optical po-
tentials and other input parameters. Useful param- _
eter studies were also made by Richter et al. [5].

Accurate modeling of reactions at intermediate ,o 2'o _ 46 _o _ 7o
Neutron energy (MeV)

energyisneededforaccelerator-basedtransmuta-
tionof waste (ATW) applications, where secondary Figure 7: Calculated total kerma for n+12C com-
neutrons from a proton-induced reaction are used pared with data [39], taken from Ref. [37].
to transmute long-lived radionuclides to stable or
short-lived nuclei. In order to assess the model- Applications Program is using Monte Carlo trans-

ing capabilities available, Blann et aI established port to calculate dose deposition in cancer radia-
tion treatment. Certain types of tumor respond

an international code intercomparison for interme- well to neutron or proton radiation, and to simulate
diate energy nuclear data, organized by the Nuclear dose deposition, libraries of nuclear cross sections
Energy Agency of the OECD [34]. Participants cal-
culated neutron and proton emission spectra from are needed, for incident energies up to 250 MeV. A
proton-induced reactions on lead and zirconium, range of modeling codes have been applied to this
for a range of incident energies. FKK calculations problem [37] and their predictions compared with
were submitted by Chadwick and Young using the experimental measurements where available. As an
FKK-GNASH code system [35] and by Koning example, in Fig. 6 we show the inclusive proton

' spectrum from the 12C(n, xp) reaction at 60 MeV,
using the KAPSIES code system, and performed compared with measurements of Subramanian et
favorably in the intercomparison. There was ev-
ider.ce though that the FKK-GNASH calcula- al. [38]. The data is underpredicted at the high-

' ' est emission energies since direct (n, p) reactions to
tions underpredicted backward-angle emission at discrete states were neglected. Comparisons of our
the higher energies, a problem which still needs to calculated total kerma factor with measured values
be solved. Koning [36] has discussed the interme-
diate energv nuclear data that is needed for these provides an integral check on our work. This quan-

tity is crucial for obtaining an accurate prediction
applications and reviewed various models for gen-
erating such dat of dose deposition in neutron therapy. In Fig. 7 wesee that the FKK-GNASH and GNASH calcula-

The FKK-GN__SH code system has also been
tions describe the data well, though the omissionapplied to evaluate neutron and proton induced
of preequilibrium clusters in ALICE leads to an

reactions on biologically-important elements. The
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Medical underprediction.

The FKK theory continues to be widely used



in the analysis of new experimental measurements. 93Nb, llSSn, and 16SIlo at 44 MeV [42]. Fur-
Recent work includes: Marcinkowski et al.'s [7, 8] ther work on preequilibrium cluster emission
analyses of 20-26 MeV (n, n_) data from Ohio in FKK would be useful.
University; Scobel at al.'s [30] analyses of (p,n)
data from the Indiana University Cyclotron Facil- • There are many challenges associated with ap- '

" ity; Stamer et al.'s [3] analysis of (p, n) data from plying the FKK theory in nuclear data evaiua-
the Los Alamos LAMPF facility; Richter et aI.'s tion up to 250 MeV: use of appropriate optical
[4, 5, 31] analyses of (p,p') data from the Faare potentials; level densities at high excitations; '
National Accelerator Centre; and Watanabe et al.'s multiparticle emission; relativistic effects; and

[12] analysis of (p, p') data from JAERI. inclusion of quasifree scattering phenomena.
Finally, we mention that the FKK theory has also

been used to determine radioactive isomer produc- We wish to thank G. Arbanas, M. Blann, F. Di-
tion in neutron-induced reactions of importance in etrich, P. Demetriou, A. Kerman, A. Koning, P.
fusion technology [40]. For this, particular atten- Young, and Y. Watanabe for useful discuss;ons.
tion was paid to spin effects in the theory. Certain This work was performed in part under the auspices
reactions were selected and studied by an IAEA Co- of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence
ordinated Research Programme [41], and the evalu- Livermore National Laboratory under contract no.
ated cross sections at 14 MeV and at lower energies W-7405-ENG-48.
will be taken into account during the engineering
design of the ITER fusion reactor. References
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